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Features
Demonstrative and
transparent
Versatile modular system,
easy to assemble
Didactically graphic
Ideal for working with gases
Manual with detailed
instructions of experiments
Uncomplicated, fast
experiments
Excellent results
Can be stored completely
assembled
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The results are represented in detail
in a graphical and
tabular way.

The glass jacket apparatus system was primarily developed for
experimenting with gases and can be used for teaching in
chemistry, physics and biology classes. It is used to develop the
gas laws, to determine molar masses, to measure combustion
enthalpies and many other things.
Working with the glass jacket system is easy and the manifold
experimentation possibilities of the glass jacket system are
described in detail. The handbook contains 17 experiments on
the topics:
	gas laws
	determination of molar masses
	quantitative gas reactions

The system
components of
the glass jacket
are described
in detail step by
step.

	calorimetry
	steam distillation
	gas chromatography

HANDBOOK
CHEMISTRY

Handbook
Printed Cobra4 manual with 66
F. Lindenblatt / W. Jung

Glass jacket system

experiments in the fields of
everyday phenomena, physics,
chemistry and biology.

01196.12

Handbook Chemistry
Glass Jacket System
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Each experimental
setup is described
in detail and
complemented
with a graphic
draft.

The Glass Jacket Apparatus System
The glass jacket apparatus system consists of the glass jacket and special inserts and accessories. It was
primilarily developed for experimenting with gases and can be used for teaching in chemistry, physics
and biology classes. It is used to develop the gas laws, to determine molar masses, to measure
combustion enthalpies, and many other things.
Gas reactions
(e.g. The law of Avogadro)

Determination of molar masses
Gas Laws

Gas reactions (e.g. Emperical
molecular formular of methane)

Plunger eudiometer
Gas syringe

Slow eudiometer

Glass jacket
Distillation
insert

Steam distillation

Gas separation
column
Calorimeter insert

Lid for the calorimeter insert

Calorimetry (e.g. Determination
of calorific value of coal)

Energy balances at gas reactions

Gas chromatography

product information

Products
Glass jacket
Cylindrical glass body made of DURAN®.
Using a large socket piece, special inserts (gas syringe, calorimetric insert, etc.) with an outer diamater of 36 mm can be inserted and sealed liquid or gas tight. A second, smaller glass socket piece, with a glass screwthread GL 18/8, on the opposite
side holds the axial connection tube of the insert and fixes it. The two upper glass socket pieces with glass screwthread GL
18/8 are used for inserting thermometers or temperature sensors or glass tubes (each with a diameter of 8 mm).
Glass jacket

02615.00

Gas syringe, 100 ml
Gas syringe made of glass with ground in glass plunger. It is used in conjunction with the glass jacket to develop the gas laws
and to determine molar masses using the vapour density method.
Gas syringe, 100 ml

02614.00

Plunger eudiometer
The plunger eudiometer consists of a glass cylinder with movable plunger and is used to determine the ratio of volumes in
explosive gas reactions. Two 4-mm sockets connect the ignition spark generator.
Plunger eudiometer

02611.00

Slow eudiometer
The slow eudiometer consists of a glass cylinder with movable plunger and a sealing lid with gas connection, ingition electrodes and two 4-mm sockets. It is used to determine the ratio of volumes in the continuous combustion of gas mixtures.
Slow eudiometer

02612.00

Gas separation column
Enables a didactic gas chromatograph to be set up for the low temperature ranges up to 100°C. The gas separation column is
suitable to demonstrate the principle of gas chromatography separations (separation agent: Dinonylphthalate on kieselguhr;
carrier gas: hydrogen or helium).
Gas separation column

36670.00

Distillation insert
Usable in conjunction with the glass jacket to set up a steam distillation apparatus; with a screw thread GL 25/8 and on the
opposite side with a connection tube.
Distillation insert

02615.06

Calorimeter insert for glass jacket
Used in conjunction with the glass jacket results in a calorimeter system for the measurement of
calorific values, heat of formation and reaction enthalpies of solid, liquid and gaseous substances.
Calorimeter insert for glass jacket

02615.01

Lid for the calorimeter insert
Can be used in conjunction with the glass jacket and the calorimeter insert for the measurement of the reaction enthalpies of
gases.
Lid for the calorimeter insert

02615.02

Heating apparatus
Infrared ceramic radiator for even heating which therefore protects the material of the glass jacket and of cylindrical bodies
or devices made of metal, ceramics or glass.
Heating apparatus
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